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Announcing a brand new idea in publishing books for babies: the completely durable, completely

safe Indestructibles. Published on the same paper-like material used in shipping envelopes,

Indestructibles are 100% baby-proof: chew-proof, drool-proof, and rip-proof. That's because

Indestructibles not only will not tear or turn gummy with teething, but they are also completely

washable.Indestructibles are also energetic, beautiful, and created just for baby. The printing

material reproduces color artwork with uncommon depth, and with no residual inkiness; the artwork,

paintings by Kaaren Pixton and reminiscent of Eric Carle, is happy, each page a simple, colorful

image of an animal or bird or insect against a rich, textured background. The effect is 3D-like and

completely visual. There are no words, making each perfect for parents and babies to look at

together, with mom or dad telling the story.Three titles launch the series: Creep! Crawl! about

animals that crawl, Flutter! Fly! about animals that fly, and Wiggle! March! about farm

animalsâ€•books babies can really sink their teeth into.
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Amy Pixton, a mother of triplets, created Indestructibles after bits of traditional board books found

their way into her babies' mouths. Â Amy lives in Kansas City with her husband and their three

children.Kaaren Pixton has been making art with children for many years. Kaarenâ€™s studio is at

her home in West Linn where she lives with her husband, one dog, five chickens, goldfish in a pond

and countless grandchildren romping in the gardens.



Book is wordless, when it should have included 1-2 words a page. Babies love print.I like the

creative images of farm animals. At times though, a greater contrast in colors from the animal to its

background would help see the image better.My son loves having a book that mom lets him play

with and chew on. These books will get wrinkled but they are still functional and much better than

giving my son a real book (which would be destroyed at first drool).The pages are too thin for my 9

month old to turn. He can only do board book page turning at this point.Overall, my son loves to play

with it.

This is my favorite Indestructible! First, I absolutely love these books. My son is 1 and is constantly

trying to hold the books I read him and turn the pages himself. This is fine with board books, but

board books tend to be bulky, heavy, and not very travel friendly. Plus, when he chews on the

pages of his board books it ruins them.These books are very aptly named. They truly are

indestructible. Plus, they are lightweight, compact, and super travel friendly. Perfect diaper bag

distractions! This particular book is full of colorful pictures of various farm animals. There are no

words in the book, so you can "read" them however you want. I sing "Old MacDonald Had A Farm"

while "reading" this book, and he loves it. When I don't feel like singing I'll either make up a story for

each page or just point and describe.Seriously, if you're looking for a book for someone 6 months or

older (especially in the toddler age range) this is absolutely perfect.

I was expecting a BOOK, something with words that I could at least read to my little one but this is a

PAMPHLET. Yes, the pages seem worthy to stand up to most anything a baby or toddler can hurl at

it, the colors are vibrant, but this is a PAMPHLET, about 4 pages of pictures of a single farm animal

on each page.Had I known this, I would never had ordered this particular book. Very Disappointed

I love these books!!! I bought them for my in-home daycare and the children chew on them TRY and

tear them and are really rough with them. I have washed in the washing machine and dried in the

dryer. I highly recommend!!

I adore these Indestructibles books, especially those by Pixton. Babies and toddlers can explore

them with mouth, fingers and eyes - they way they want to explore all their world! Truly, these do

NOT rip or come apart. Most have no words, which means each book is like a dozen in one, as you

can change what it's about. Discuss color, animal sounds, make up a story, play I Spy... My kids



have been happy just staring at the bright, colorful images on their own (which is really handy when

you need 10 minutes to get a shower). They are a must have for any baby/toddler library. Get them.

Get more for expectant/new parents.

These "Indestructibles" books are the best thing EVER! I have an 8 month old that loves books but

also loves to eat books haha. These are the perfect solution. My 3 1/2 year old twins love them too.

Everyone wins!

Indestructible books are perfect for teething babies! Especially those that want to put every pice of

paper or book they find in their mouth. They wrinkle immediately, but this is a nonissue to me.

We love, love, love Indestructibles! Each book is vibrant and beautiful and my daughter loves

playing with its pages. I love that she won't hurt herself or the book while exploring its pages.
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